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For any abelian group G, let tG denote the maximal torsion subgroup 
of G. Group G is said to be mixed if 0 # tG f: G and to be of rank one if 
G/tG is isomorphic to a subgroup of Q, the additive group of rational 
numbers. In [4], it is shown that a countable, rank-one mixed group G with tG 
reduced is determined up to isomorphism by its Ulm invariants and an 
invariant U(G), which we shall discuss in more detail below; in other words, 
a countable rank-one abelian group G is determined by tG and U(G). If G 
and K are both countable rank-one mixed groups with reduced torsion parts, 
then their tensor product G @ K = G & K also is easily seen to be such 
a group, Thus, if we can determine the Ulm invariants of G @ K and compute 
the invariant U(G @ K), we shall have determined the structure of G @ K. 
Also, let us mention that due to the fact that taking tensor products of torsion 
groups radically simplifies their structure, our results to some extent will 
be applicable to uncountable rank-one groups. Furthermore, the techniques 
we develop in computing U(G @ K) will probably be crucial to any future 
study of the structure of G @K for arbitrary mixed groups G and 2% 
Finally, we remark that taking tensor products of mixed groups does, as one 
would anticipate, lead to groups of simpler structure. Nonetheless, the groups 
G @ K remain rich enough in structure to make their determination non- 
trivial. 
Let p be an arbitrary prime. We define polG for all ordinals 01 by 
p”G =p(p@-lG), if a - I exists; 
= ,? p@G, if a is a limit. 
oi 
The first ordinal X such that phG = pA+lG is called the p-length of G, PA6 
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is then just the maximal p-divisible subgroup of G and we shall denote it as 
p”G. The p-height h&c) of an x E G is then defined by 
h,“(x) = a, if x ERG - p+lG; 
= co, if x gpmG. 
More sensitive than the p-height in determining how x is imbedded in G 
is its p-Ulm sequence U,“(x) = (a,,, 01~ ,..., 01~ ,... ), where 01, = hGp(pnx). 
Clearly, the p-Ulm sequence is strictly increasing unless 01, = co for some n, 
which of course does happen if pax = 0. The p-Ulm sequence U,“(X) = 
hl , 9 ,***> wn ,...) will be said to have a gap at ol, if as,+r > 01, + 1, which 
can occur only if the ol,th p-Ulm invariant of G is nonzero. Two sequences 
(at,, oil ,..., 01, ,... > and (Ai , is, ,..., ,& ,...) will be said to be equivalent if there 
exist integers m and n such that mmti = pn+$ for i = 0, 1, 2,... . I f  x and y  
are two elements of infinite order in the rank-one group G, then U,“(x) and 
U,“(y) are equivalent. Indeed, this follows immediately from the observation 
that sx = ty for some pair of nonaero integers s and t. Thus, we associate 
with any rank-one mixed group G the equivalence class Up(G) determined 
by U,“(x) for any x of infinite order in G. 
Let 13 , Pz ,...> p, ,..- be the sequence of primes in increasing magnitude. 
Then with any x E G, we associate the doubly infinite Ulm matrix U,(x) 
having U$(x) as its ith row. We declare any two such matrices to be equivalent 
if all but finitely many of their rows are identical and the remaining ones are 
equivalent in the sense of the preceding paragraph. Once again, if x and y  
are elements of infinite order in the rank-one mixed group G, then the Ulm 
matrices U,(x) and U,(y) are equivalent. Thus, we arrive at the invariant 
U(G) defined as the equivalence class determined by U,(x) for any x of 
infmite order in G. One should note that the equality Up(G) = Up(K) for all 
primes p does not imply that U(G) and U(K) are equal. What this says 
essentially is that two, rank-one mixed groups can be locally isomorphic 
without being isomorphic. 
1. MAIN RESULT 
In this section we state our main result concerning the calculation of the 
invariant U(G @ K). This involves the introduction of several parameters 
and notations that will remain in effect throughout this paper. Fix a pair 
of countable rank-one mixed abelian groups G and K and choose elements 
x E G andy E K having infinite order. Then x @ y  has infinite order in G @ K 
and therefore, we can determine U(G OK) by computing UGog(x @y). 
To accomplish this, we must calculate U&&x @ y) for each prime p. 
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As one would expect, the calculation can be done in terms of U&x) and 
U,“(y). Therefore, we fix the prime p and let U&x) = (01s) a1 ,..., a?, ,...) 
and Us’ = (PO, B1 ,..., /312 ,.,.). Our problem then is to compute the 
sequence U&&X By) = (yO, y1 ,..., yn ,...) in terms of the a’s and the 
p’s Our approach involves placing particular emphasis on the sequence 
( 010 , @l 7’..? Q, ,...), the result being that the finite 7%‘~ are discovered to be 
members of the sequence (& , /3, , . . . . fin ,. . .). Needless to say, by the symmetry 
of tensor products, a change in emphasis results in recognizing the finite 
y%‘s as members of the sequence (cx,, 01~ ,..., 01, ,... ). Thus, to the extent that 
the y’s turn out to be finite, they form a common subsequence of the 2s and 
the p’s. 
Let n, < n, < *.* < n, < m-7, be the increasing sequence, possibly finite 
or even empty, of those n such that U&x) has a gap at OIL and 01, is finite. If 
there is a largest term in this sequence, denote it as n, . Then introduce the 
integers kc = ani - ni . It is easily seen that CY.~ = k, < k, < *.- < kc < *.. . 
Therefore, we set k, = 01s in case U,“(X) has no gaps. Then take si to be the 
smallest nonnegative integer such that pic,+si > alZL . Next, define inductively 
an increasing sequence j, < j, < .** < jn < m’s, which will be finite if 
s = sup Si < 00, as follows: j, is the first integer such that sj, > 1; given 
jn , j,,, is the first integer such that s!,+~ > sjn . All the preceding parameters 
are essential to a description of the ylzYs. For notational convenience, we also 
define the sequence of nonnegative integers to < t, < *.* < t, < **., by 
L, = Sag - 1. We further set t-r = -1 and let t, denotie the largest ti in case 
the sequence is finite, that is, tm + 1 = s = sup si . 
Next, we list the various cases and subcases that must be treated separately: 
I. U&x) has only finitely many gaps and each ollz is finite. 
XI. U&x) contains some LX, >, w and (0, l,..., n,...) $ UP(K). 
III. U&X) has infinitely many gaps and each 01, is finite. 
(a) s = supiCw si = co. 
(b) For each i, jglc+I > anj far infinitely many values of j. 
(4 s = SUPi<w 2 s. < co and there exists an i such that Pe + < a%, 
for infinitely many values of j. 
The case when U,p(y) has only finitely many gaps and each & is finite, 
that is (0, l,..., n ,...) E Up(K), may be handled by interchanging the role of 
the 01’s and p’s in case I. Although perhaps not immediately obvious, condition 
III(b) does insure that s = sup++,, si < co. 
We now state our omnibus theorem giving the computation of the vn’s in 
each of the above cases. 
481/38/2-7 
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THEOREM 1.1. In case III(a), each of thk y%‘s is jinite and 
that is, yn = PKj. $ n whenever t,, < n < ti . In the remaining cases, the 
in&l terms yO , jJl ,..., 1/4, are given as in case III(a). In case I, yla = jl+n for 
n > tm where 1 = 01 
n>t,. 
Finally in :.+; 4;) tyl). 1% cases 11 and III@), yn = * for 
integer such that’/3 __ < 
, .tm+l = w $ ki + tm , where i is the least 
7C, /Gz , cxnj for anjinitely many values of j. In the latter case, 
there are no further gaps in the y  sequence beyond yt, . 
Attempting to cut through the formidable notation of our theorem, let 
us make the following noteworthy observation: Except in the trivial cases 
where either U,“(X) or LI,P(y) is equivalent to the sequence (0, 1, 2,..., n,...), 
the only infinite terms that can occur among the yn’s are terms of the form 
03 or w + n, that is, U&&x By) is equivalent to either (03, co ,..., co ,...) 
or to (w, w + I,..., w + a,...). This sort of simplification in the possible 
values for iP(G @ K) could, of course, have been predicted on the basis of 
the well-known behavior of the tensor product on torsion groups. Let us 
emphasize once again, however, that the W’(G @ K)‘s do not by themselves 
determine U(G @ K). For example, we can have 
( 03) co). . . , co,. . . )E Up(G@K) 
for all primes p without G @ K splitting. Therefore, in spite of its unpleasant- 
ness, the detailed analysis of Theorem 1.1 is essential to an accurate deter- 
mination of the structure of G @ K. 
In the next section, we reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 to the local case, 
that is, to modules over 2, , the integers localized at p. In the third section, 
we carry out the detailed proof of our theorem for Z,-modules and also give 
certain examples. In particular, we give an example of a group of infinite 
splitting length in the sense of [3]. In the final section, we treat the rather 
routine problem of computing the Ulm invariants of G @ K. 
2. REDUCTION TO THE LOCAL CASE 
Let Z, denote the ring of integers localized at the prime p, that is, Z, 
consists of all rational numbers with denominators prime to p. Our first 
crucial observation is 
LEMMA 2.1. The p-height of g in G is the same as the p-height of 1 @ g in 
Z, @ G. 
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Proof. Identifying G with Z @ G, we have the exact sequence 
0 -+ Tor(Z,/Z, G) -% G SZ, @ G, 
where CT maps g to 1 @g. Now Z,/Z = @),+, Z(q”) and therefore, Im 8 is a 
torsion group with elements having order prime to p. In fact, Im 6 is easily 
seen to consist of all elements in tG with order prime to p. Since homo- 
morphisms do not diminish heights, it suffices to prove inductively that 
1 @g EJV(Z, @ G) implies that g E p”G. Assume that we have established 
this for all b < 01. If 01 is a limit, the desired conclusion follows trivially by 
taking intersections. Suppose then, that 01 = y + 1 and write 
where (m/n) @ x E py(Z, @ G) and (n, p) = 1. Then 
1 @ mz = n((m/n) @ x) EpY(Z, @ G), 
by our inductive assumption. Now, 1 @ ng = 1 @~TYZZ and therefore, 
ng - pmz E Ker D = Im 8. Thus, there is a k prime to p such that kng = 
pkmx ~py+lG. Since (kn, p) = 1, g ~py+rG. 
COROLIARY 2.2. U,“(g) = U&OG(l @g) for all g E G. 
Now if G and K are Z,-modules, it is easily seen that G @ K = G oz, I;;. 
Indeed, G @ K has the requisite universal property with respect to Z,- 
modules. By standard localization results, if G and K are abelian groups 
Combining this observation with 2.2, we see that in computing U&&x By) 
in terms of U,“(X) and U,“(y), there is no loss in generality in assuming 
that G and K are Z,-modules. What makes this reduction so useful is the fact 
that there are essentially only two nontrivial, rank-one torsion-free Z,- 
modules, namely, Z, and Q. Thus if G is a rank-one Z,-module, then either 
G/tG E Z, or G/tG r Q. In the first case, G s tG @ Z, and 
(0, l,..., n ,...) E U*(G). 
Moreover, for rank-one Z,-modules G, the condition (CO, CO,..., OO,...) E Up(G) 
is easily seen to be equivalent to G s tG @ Q- Thus, a rank-one Z,-module 
G splits (that is, tG is a direct summand of G) if and only if Up(G) is deter- 
mined by (0, l,..., n ,...) or by (00, co ,..., co ,... ). 
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3. THE LOCAL CASE 
Throughout this section, we assume that G and K are fixed, rank-one 
mixed Z,-modules with tG and tK reduced. All the notation introduced 
in the first section will be in force. The central theme in all the various cases 
will be the approximation of the element x E G by elements of finite order 
in G. With this in mind, we consider an element b E G of order pnt+l with 
U,p(b) = (a,, ,..., cll,$, co, CO ,... ), where ~l,$ is finite. By Lemma 65.4 in [2], 
we can write b = @b, + -** +pktbt , where o(bi) = pa,*+, for i = O,..., t 
and the hi’s are pure independent, that is, B = c:=,, Zbi = &, Zb, is a pure 
subgroup of G. Thus, one should begin to see how the parameters ei and k, 
enter into our problem. As B is a bounded pure subgroup of G, it is a direct 
summand and therefore, B @ K is a direct summand of G @ K. Conse- 
quently, the p-Ulm sequence of b @ y in G @ K actually can be computed 
in B @ K z Of=, (Zbi @ K). For notational simplicity, we introduce the 
further convention that Ki be written for p”v1K. Now the map tb, @ k t+ 
tk + Ki yields an isomorphism of Zb+ @ K onto K/K, . We clearly then 
have an isomorphism of B @ K onto &=,, K/Ki , where 6 @ y maps to 
(P”OY + K, ,-..> pkty + KJ. The significance of the Q’S should now be clear, 
namely, psi is just the order of the K/Xi component of the image of b @ y 
and therefore, the order of b @ y is pS where s = sup si . Now in the direct 
sum @i=, K/K, , the height of an element is just the minimum of the heights 
of its components. It then becomes an altogether routine exercise to verify 
that thep-Ulm sequence of b @y is given by (/37e,0 ,..., &jO.+tO ,..., /3kjm+4m , co,. ..) 
With this computation behind us, we are ready to attack the general problem 
of determining U&,(x @ y) 
We begin with the easiest case I, that is, all the ol,‘s are finite and the last 
gap occurs at amt. This, of course, is just the case where G g tG @ Z, 
and consequently, G @ K g (tG @ K) @ K. Clearly then, P(G @ K) = 
Up(K). Nevertheless, we need an accurate determination of U&,(x @ y). 
Clearly, there must be a z E G such that pnt+lx = pornt+ls and hence, 
x = 6 + p?q where 1 = 01,,+~ - (tit + 1) and b has finite order. It is then 
readily verified that U,*(b) = (as ,..., cznt, co, co ,...) and 
U,“(z) = (0, 1, 2 )...) n )... ). 
Moreover, it is also easily seen that G is necessarily the direct sum of tG and 
the infinite cyclic Z,-module generated by z. This direct decomposition of G 
induces one of G @ K and therefore, U&&x @ y) can be computed by 
taking the pointwise infimum of the sequences Uf&x(b 0 Y> and 
~C@K(PZ~ OY). s ince we have the obvious isomorphism Z,z @ K s K, it 
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should be evident that this latter sequence is precisely 
Of course, we have already calculated U&&b @ y) in the preceding para- 
graph. To see that U&K (X @ y) has the form given in Theorem 1.1, we need 
only check that the finite terms in U&&b @ y) are dominated by the 
corresponding terms in (PI , ,81+1 ,..., pz+lz ,...). This will follow, however, 
from the observation that I+ t, > kjm + tm , that is, 
kjm = k, = ant - n, < (a,n,+1 - 1) - n, = 1. 
Next, we turn to case II where CL%, is finite, ol,,.+r 3 o,, and (0, l,..., n ,...) $ 
Up(K). We then have K/tK s Q. The crucial observation in this case is the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. If U&x) involves a term &JJ and if KjtK z Q, then G @ K 
SplitS. 
Proof. For some nonnegative integer n, z = plzx has p-height 2~. 
Identifying Z”x @ K with K, we have the exact sequence 
Tor(G/Z,z, K) -% K -% G @ K. 
Since G @ K has rank one, it clearly suffices to show that Im CT z Q. But 
by exactness and the fact that K/tK g Q, we need only verify that Im 8 = tK. 
As Tor(A, 23) is always torsion, we need only show that tK C Im o. Suppose 
then that c E tK. If p% = 0, choose g E G such that p”g = z. Then by 
definition of the connecting homomorphism 6, (g + Zzz, pm, C> is an 
element of Tor(G/Z,z, K) that maps to c. 
Our lemma tells us that for the case under consideration the y%‘s are all 00’s 
from some point on. However, the’ other ya’s are necessarily finite since 
t(G @ K) is a direct sum of cyclic groups and hence, its c&h Ulm invariants 
vanish for CL > w. Indeed, since G/tG s Q s KjtK, we have t(G @ K) G 
(tG Q tK) @ (tG @ K/tK) @ (G/tG @ tK) g t% @ tK (see 11, 61.5, 61.3). 
In particular, we see that p”(G @ K;) = p@(G @ K). Now set G = G/pG, 
s = x +p”G and consider the exact sequence 
Since Im (I cpW(G @ K) = pm(G @ K), it is easily seen that any element 
of finite p-height in G @ K is mapped under 71 to an element of the same 
p-height in G @ K. Therefore, the p-Ulm sequence of x @ y in G @ K will 
be the same as that of the torsion element f @ ym in G @ K. But clearly, 
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U&z) = (a() )..?) ant ) co, co )... ) and hence, our earlier calculation of the 
p-Ulm sequence of b @ y  is applicable to yield the conclusion asserted in 
Theorem 1.1. 
We now turn to the most interesting and most difficult case, namely, that 
when V,“(x) = (CL,, CQ ,.. . , 01, ,...) has infinitely many gaps and each ollz is 
finite. In this case both the sequences of n,‘s and &‘s are infinite. Nonetheless, 
our methods in the simpler cases still serve as a valuable model for the present 
situation. The key to this case is the construction of a minimal rank-one 
group G, containing an element x0 having (CL,,  011 ,..., 01, ,...) as its p-Ulm 
sequence. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let b, be a cyclic group of mdw p%+l for i = 0, 1, 2,... . 
Then, if G, is a minimal pure subgroup of nz, Zb, containing &, Zb, and 
the element x,, = (pkob,, , pklbl ,..., pkibi ,...), the p-Ulm sequence of x0 in G,, is 
(% > 011 >.**, % Y.). 
Proof. It is routine to verify that (01~~ 01~ ,..., 01, , . . ,) is the p-Ulm sequence 
of x0 in -iIT=, Zb, . By purity, x0 has the same p-Ulm sequence in G,, . 
In the above construction of G, , we have tG, as small as possible, that is, 
tG, = @T=, 26, has just enough nontrivial Ulm invariants to make possible 
gaps at the required places in the sequence (a,,, oil ,..., ac, ,...). From the 
structure theory of [4] or [5], t i is easily seen that there is an at most countable 
direct sum of cyclic groups C, such that G,, is isomorphic to a direct summand 
of Gr = G @ C in such a manner that x0 maps to x. Therefore, we identify 
G, with the corresponding subgroup of Gr . Now, since both G @ K and 
G,, @ K are direct summands of Gr @ K, it makes no difference in which 
of these three groups the p-Ulm sequence of x @ y  is computed. Thus, as 
far as this computation is concerned, we may as well replace G by G, . In 
fact, we assume that G = G, in the remaining discussion in this section. 
In perfect analogy with our treatment of b By, the key to our calculation 
of U&,(x @ y)will b e a certain homomorphism from G @ K into a product 
of the quotient groups K/K, , where & = p”ni+lK for each i. As a preliminary, 
we require a simple lemma. Recall that for any abelian group M, 
Ml=&zM. 
tZ=l 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose M/tM is divisible, L1 = 0, and +: M -+ L is a 
homomorphism such that tM is mapped isomorphically onto a pure subgroup of L. 
Then Ker 4 = M1 and Im + is pure in L. 
Proof. Since L1 = 0, M1 _C Ker $. Suppose a E M and a $ nM. Because 
MjtM is divisible, we can write a = b + nx with b E tM. 
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Now, 
b&nMntM=ntM 
and therefore, +(b) 4 nL by our hypothesis. Consequently, $(a) # 0. It is 
easily seen from the facts that +(tM) is p ure in L and Im #$(tM) is divisible 
insure the purity of Im $, in L. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. There is a homomorphism + from G @ K to L = 
I-J:,-, K/K, such that Ker + = pw(G @ K), Im+ is pure in L and + maps 
t(G @ K) isomorphically onto OF=,, K/Ki . 
Proof, Recall that we are now identifying G with GO C n;, %bi . The 
mapping +: (fl2, ZbJ x K--t nTzO (Zb, @ K) given by 
(W, >-.., t,bi ,... ), x) I-+ (t,b, @ x ,..., tibi @ x ,...) 
is clearly bilinear and consequently, there is a unique homomorphism 
c: (nT=, Zb,) @ K -+ ny& (Zbi @ K) with (t,b, ,..., t,bi ,...) @ x mapping to 
(@, 0 a,..., tib6 @ x,...). Hence, 5 is an extension of the canonical isomor- 
phism of (0:s ZbJ @ K onto 02, (Zb, @ K). As before, we have the 
canonical isomorphism fram Zb, @ K onto K/Kt and therefore, an obvious 
isomorphism 17: nzO (i& @ K) -+ L. Take + to be the restriction of r& 
to G @ K. Lemma 3.3 then applies to yield the remaining conclusions. 
In using 3.4 we must, of course, recognize that #(x @ y) is (pfioy + K, , 
p”ly + KI ,,.., pkiy f Ki ,... ), so that $Q is the order of the ith component 
of +(x By). Th e simplest subcase is III(a) where supa+ si = 00. This is 
just the case where $(x @ y) has infinite order, from which it follows easily 
that 4 is actually manic. Thus, we need only compute the p-Ulm sequence 
of $(zc @ y) in order to determine W$‘,, (x By). Since the height of an 
element in the product fl,“=, Kilir, is just the infimum of the heights of its 
components, we can easily calculate the p-Ulm sequence of +(x @ y). Indeed 
the process is just the same as we encountered earlier for 6 @ y. The only 
difference being that it does not terminate. If one has calculated the details 
for b @ y, he immediately sees that U,& (x @y) for the case III(a) is given 
as in Theorem 1.1. 
When s = supi+ z s.is finite, +(x @ y) has order pS, that is, x @ y has order 
p” modulo pw(G @ K). In this instance, we arrive at same maximal jm such 
that sj, = s. From previous calculations, it should be evident that the y%‘s 
for n < f are given as before. The (t, + 1)st term (that is, rS) is, of course, 
infinite. Its determination is fairly interesting as it need not be co. Since in 
the case we are treating, t(G @ K) is a direct sum of cyclic groups? this first 
infinite term when not cg must be of the form w + k for some nonnegative k 
and the succeeding terms are just w + k + 1, w + k + 2,... . Therefore, 
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our further investigations reduce to determining when the first infinite term 
is co and to the value of K when the first infinite term is of the form w + K. 
First, we give a condition under which terms of the form w + k occur in 
u%& 0 Y>* 
LEMMA 3.5. If thePe is some element of in$nite order in G @ K whose 
image under 4 is of finite order, but which has injnitely many nonxero components, 
then (w, w + l,..., w + n,...) E lP(G @ K). 
Proof. Let x be an element in G @ K with the specified property and let 
0(4(z)) = p*. Further, we-may assume that x is chosen minimal in the sense 
that px no longer satisfies the required condition, that is, +(p,s) has at most 
finitely many nonzero components. We show that the height of pnz is exactly 
w + n - 1, that is, p% has height n - I in p”(G @ K). Since &AZ) lies 
in the direct sum of the K/Ki’s, there is a c E t(G @ K) such that b(c) = &JZ) 
and pfl-lc = 0. Therefore, d = px - c E Ker $ = p”(G @ K) and p+?s = 
pm-Id, that is, p% has at least height n - 1 in pw(G OK). Now take any 
d ~pw(G @ K) with p?z = pqz-ld. We show that d has zero height in 
p”(G OK). Suppose to the contrary that d = pd’ with d’ E~~(G OK). 
Then x - d’ has finite order and therefore, $(.a) = +(.s - d’) has only 
finitely many nonzero components, a contradiction. 
For a finer analysis of the infinite terms in U&&X By), we must return 
to our representation of G = G,, as a subgroup of I-IT=, Zb, and introduce 
certain elements of infinite order other than x. First, consider the elements 
of finite order xi = pkob, + *.a + p’Gibi , of which x is actually a p-adic limit. 
We may assume that the elements wi = (O,..., 0, p*+l-**bi+l , pkf+Z-kibi+2 ,...) 
also lie in G = G,, and hence we have the equations x = x, + pk;ow,, = 
Xl +p”lw, = *+. = xi +p”*w, = **. . Moreover, 
cj(wc 0 y) = (0 ,..., 0, pk”“--““y + K,+l , pki+,-‘dy + K,+2 ,... ). 
Therefore, +(wi By) h as infinitely many nonzero components if and only if 
/?lc.-k, < 01,. for infinitely many values of j. The splitting of G @ K is now 
ch\r&teri&d by 
PROPOSITION 3.6. G @ K splits if and only if 4(wi @ y) has jkitely many 
nonzero components for all i. 
Proof. Lemma 3.5 tells us that the condition is at least necessary. Let us 
then assume that each 4(wi @ y), does indeed have but finitely many nonzero 
components. There then exists a minimal s such that psx E~w(G @ K) and 
torsion elements ci E G @ K such that +(wi By) = +(cJ, that is, 
wa OY - c, EP~(G @ K). 
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But then 
p”(x @ y) - pS+k*(Wi @ y - Ci) 
= p”(x, By) + ps+kici E p”(G@K)nt(G@X)=O. 
Therefore, pg(x @ y) has infinite height in pu(G @ K), which is possible only 
ifp”(G @ K) s Q. Thus, G @ K splits. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If U&x) = (01~) 01~ ,..., 01, ,...) has in$nitely many gaps 
and each ol, ti?nite, then G @ K splits if and only if, for each i, &j-ki > 01%~ 
for all but finitely many j’s. 
In the case G @ K splits, we obviously have yn = 03 for a 3 s. Thus, 
there remains only the determination of ys in the subcase III(c). Assume then 
that s = supi, si < 00 and there exists an i such that /$-ki. < 01,~ for 
infinitely many values of j. Indeed, let i be the least such nonnegative integer. 
Now x = xi + pkswi and 0(+(x By)) = pS. Because of the behavior of 4s 
on torsion elements, pS(x, By) = 0 and therefore,pS(x By) =pk+(wi By). 
From our minimal choice of i, the proof of Lemma 3.5 tells us that 
p+ @ y) = P~~+~(w~ @ y) has height exactly w + Ki + s - 1 = w + Ki + tm . 
Thus, we have completed the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark. It is possible to conclude from Theorem 1.1 that when 
h&&x @ y) is finite, it can be computed by the following algorithm. Let the 
p-height of x in G be 6, and ‘write x = paog,, . Then x @ y = p”ogO @ y = 
g, @@y. Let the p-height of @y in K be X, and write paoy = phoy,, . Then 
g, @ pay = g, @ pJoy,, = p”og,, @ y,, . We continue with, this back and forth 
process until ai = Xi . This’ must occur since rZ&& By) is finite. Then iii 
will turn out to be the p-height of x @ y. 
It is, of course, not difficult to concoct examples showing that all the 
possibilities under case III do arise. Indeed, this is easily done with G = K 
and. x = y. For example, suppose G is a rank-one &-module with an element 
x such that U&x) = (0,2, 4 ,..., 2i ,... ). In this example, we have ni = i 
and ki = ei - i = i. Assuming that y = x, we must have 
/3kt+si = 2(i + sJ > aRi = 26 
from which we conclude that s, = 1 and si = 0 for i > 0. For i = 0, 
Bkj-fi = Xi - i> G a,, = 2j for all j. Hence, we are in subcase III(c) and 
one nnmediately sees that U&,Jx @ X) = (0, W, w + l,...). 
Next, let us consider an example where U,“(X) = (0, 3, 6,..., 3i,,..) and 
y = x. Then ni = i and kg = ai - i = 2;. From the inequality &.Si = 
3(2i + si) > a12. = 3i, we can see that once again s, = 1 and s, = 0 for 
i > 0. For a given i, we have &j-le, = 3(2j - 2j) > m121 = 39 holding 
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whenever j > 2i. Hence, we are in subcase III(b) and readily see that 
U&(~ 0 4 = (0, a, MY..), 
that is, the Zg-module G @I G splits. 
To illustrate the situation of III(a), let G be a rank-one Z,-module with 
an element x such that U&x) = (0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 ,... ), that is, ols, = 3i 
and c~+r = 3i + 1. Then lzi = 2i + 1 and Ki = asit - (2i + 1) = i. Now 
Pic,+s, = %+si > %ai = %ifl if and only if i + si > 2i + 1 and therefore, 
we must have si = i + 2. Hence, KS + ti = 2i + 1 and consequently, 
U&,(x 0 2) = (all > 9 , 013 , % ,*-a ) = (0, 1,4, 7, 10 ,... ), that is, y0 = 0 and 
y,=3n-2 for n>l. 
Finally, we consider a rank-one Z,-module G such that no iterated tensor 
product of G with itself splits, that is, (G @ *.I @ G)n-terms does not split for 
any n. Such a G is said to have infinite splitting length [3]. The basic idea in 
the construction of such a G is simple enough. We want 
U$yX) = (a0 ) Lx1 )...) a, )...) 
to be such that the distance between successive gaps becomes larger and larger 
and the jumps at each gap are as small as possible. One such possibility 
is to define the 01,‘s such that n, = 2” and ki = i. These restrictions do in fact 
determine the ol,‘s uniquely. Since ani = ni + i, where ni = 2i, it is easily 
seen that 01, < 2n for all n. To see that our G has the desired property, we 
consider any rank-one Z,-module K such that for U,“(y) = (PO, PI,..., fin,.,.), 
there exists a positive integer k with /3, < kn for all but finitely many values 
of n. We claim then that U&&x @ y) = (y. , yl ,..., yn ,...) not only involves 
just finite ordinals, but moreover, there is some positive integer k, such that 
yn < kin for all but finitely many values of n. Once this conclusion is estab- 
lished, it should be clear that no matter how many times G is successively 
tensored, no splitting occurs. From the inequality k(i + si) 3 ,8ki+,i > 
a! fli = 2< + i and the fact that 2i > mi for sufficiently large i, it should 
be evident that tidl > i for sufficiently large i. But then for tcml < n < ti 
and i sufficiently large, we have ylz = ,&+, < k(i + TZ) < 2kn. 
4. THE ULM INVARIANTS 
In this section, we turn to the rather routine problem of determining the 
Ulm invariants of G @ K. If  A is a torsion group, we let As denote the 
p-primary component of A. Then A = GPEP A, , where P denotes the set 
of all primes. For any group A, A[p] = {X E A : px = O}. Recall that the 
olth p-Ulm invariant f&01) of the group G is defined as the dimension of 
(pEG)[p]/(p”+lG)[p] as a vector space over the p element field Z/pZ. For 
a p-group A, we shall write fA(a) for Q’(a). 
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It is established in [l] that t(G @ K) is isomorphic to the direct sum 
(tG @ tK) @ (tG @ K/t&Z) @ (G/tG @ tK). 
Moreover, tG @ tK is necessarily a direct sum of cyclic groups (see [l, 
Theorem 61.3)). Therefore, we are led to consider the structure of A @F 
where A is torsion and F is a rank-one torsion-free group. But since clearly, 
A OF = G&P (A, OF), we need only consider the case where A is a 
p-group. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose F is a rank-one torsion-free group unii that A is a 
.p-group. If If F = pF, then A @ F = 0. If F # pF, then A @ F s A. 
Proof. We may view F as a subgroup of Q with Q/F torsion. It is quite 
routine to verify that thep-group (Q/F), vanishes if F = pF and is isomorphic 
to Z( pm) if F j;: pF. Now A @ Q = 0 and therefore, A @F s Tor(A, (QIF),). 
We require then only the observation that Tor(A, Z(p”)) g A for any 
p-group A (see [l, p. 2671). 
Let PI = {p E P : KjtK # p(K/tK)) and let Pz = (p E P : G/tG # 
p(G/tG)). Th en L emma 4.1 tells us that t(G @ K) is isomorphic to 
(tG 0 fK) 0 0 WI, 0 @ (W,. 
loOPl PEP2 
We first take up the problem of determining the Ulm invariants of A @ B, 
where A and B are direct sums of cychc p-groups. Here it is crucial to 
remember that fd(n - 1) is just the cardinal number of summands of the 
form Z(p”) in a direct decomposition of A into cyclic summands. Also, 
recall that Z(p”) @ z(pm) = Z(p”), where k = min(n> m) (see [1, p. 2551). 
This special case when A = Z(p”) is now obvious. Thus, the kth Ulm 
invariant of Z(p”) @ B is fB(k) for k < n - 1, &;,-l fB( j) for k = n - 1 
and 0 for k 3 n. Now let us write A = @zwl A, , where A, is a direct sum 
of fA(n - 1) copies of Z(p*). Then A @ B s @z=,, (A, @ B) and con- 
sequentk, fdd4 = CzaElfA d4 since the Ulm invariants are additive. 
On the other hand, it is evident that the kik Ulm invariant of A, @ B 
is just fA(n - 1) times the kth Ulm invariant of Z(pn) @ B. Therefore, we 
have 
=f.&) c fid.0 +fG + l)f&+ i-f.& + 2)fdk) + -.- 
Qk 
= f&9 f&4 + f/G) c f&i> + f&> c f~(ih 
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More generally, if we wish to calculate the Ulm-invariants of &I @ H 
where &I and H are arbitrary p-groups, then we use the observation (see 
[l, Theorem 61.11) that M @ H g A @ B, where A and B are basic sub- 
groups of M and H, respectively. Of course, the nth Ulm invariant of a 
p-group is the same as that of a basic subgroup whenever n < w. 
The foregoing discussion now yields: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let G and K be rank-one mixed abelian groups. For each 
prime p, let cZ, = 0 OY 1, depending on whether or not p(KltK) equals K/tK 
and let T,I~ = 0 or 1 depending on whether or not p(G/tG) equals GItG. For 
n < w, we have 
Finally, let us remark that when G/tG s Q E K/tK, t(G @ K) is necessar- 
ily a direct sum of cyclic groups. But in this situation, the structure theory 
of [4] is applicable even for uncountable groups. More generally, whenever 
G/tG and K/tK are such as to force tG @ K/tK and GjtG @ K to vanish, 
then the Ulm invariants and the invariant U(G @ K) will determine G @ K 
even when G and K are not necessarily countable. Also, note that if the 
p-primary components of tG and tK are totally projective for all p, then the 
same applies to t(G @ K). In this special case too (see [7]), the Ulm invariants 
and the invariant U(G @ K) determine the structure of G @ K. 
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